
Transforming meeting spaces  
with integrated AV technology and furniture
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Ashton Bentley manufactures a range of complete ‘out of the box’ collaboration space 
solutions that provide professional audio-visual systems seamlessly integrated with 
technology enable tables.

Collaboration technology that just works and isn’t complicated to use.

Reduce the time taken to specify, purchase and install, so significantly reducing the total 
cost of ownership. 
 

Remove the need for:

• Consultants and specifiers

• Building works and room remediation

• Specialised cabling and complex infrastructure

• Racks of equipment

• Custom and complex programming

• Tools & specialised equipment

No stress. No compromise. Just walk in and work.

I Collaborate and communicate
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Videoconference Platforms

Tables (1 to 13 seats)

Display System Sizes Configurations Mounting Options Touch Option

CustomChairs

I Product range and options
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8 seat Rectangular Table + Single 55” Display System

Shaped 
Optimised for video

Rectangular 
Optimised for space

55” 65” 75”

Surfaces and coloursStandard or High stool

ChassisSingle Dual Wall 10 Point Capacative

Huddle5 55” Display + attached 5 Seat Table 13 Seat Shaped Table + Dual 75” Display System
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I Defining the collaboration space

There are three main elements of an Ashton Bentley system:

The intelligent display system 
Display(s), chassis, audio, central processor (we call it the 
abox), power management and all cables/brackets.

The table  
Integrated and concealed connectivity and power.
Connectivity at the table is via our interface hub:

• Laptops (retractors in Table Box) 
• Microphones 
• USB 
• Network (POE) 
• Touch panel or IP phones

Interconnection between display and table 
Single Cat6A for simple and quick installation.
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I What’s inside our display systems
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Semi-automated operation: 
Connect your laptop via our cable retractor and the system automatically turns on 
and your image is scaled and displayed. Disconnect, and the system turns off.

More than one laptop input? 
No problem. Connect all laptops via the cable retractors and select the one 
required to display by pressing the related button in the Table Box.

Using videoconferencing? 
The system can be set to auto-answer or user answer.

Auxiliary HDMI Inputs 
There are 3 Aux HDMI inputs for 3rd party products: room PC, Barco Clickshare, 
Apple TV, media players or any wireless sharing device with HDMI output. These 
aux inputs can be easily selected via buttons in the Table Box.

abSee is a meeting room system monitoring platform developed with Pinnaca, the video 
communications cloud service specialist.

Monitoring services typically cover: codec, bridge/MCU, cloud services and large control systems. 
However, all video collaboration systems have audio-visual products and services, and these are 
not usually monitored.

abSee changes this. The platform provides a cloud, or on-premise,  
web-based overview of meeting room technology: 

•  Manage – full administration of your communication platforms

•  Monitor – real time view of audio-visual hardware and 
network, plus automated fault indications via email  
or link to a ticketing system

•  Metrics – Understand more about how your room  
systems are used and so improve ROI

All Ashton Bentley collaboration spaces have the capability to be connected to abSee, so any 
estate no matter how small or large can be monitored. Significantly reduces local support 
requirements, minimises system downtime and reduces operational costs.

I Simple to use and manage
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I Innovations for 2019

2019

4K Wireless Sharing 
Wireless sharing from 
BYOD devices 
Airplay, Miracast & 
Chromecast compatible

Personalised Call Launching 
Call launching using your own scheduler and personal 
handheld device

USBC Retractor 
USB3 
Network 
4K Video 
Loudspeaker & Microphone 
100w Charging

Extended Desktop 
Extended 4K desktop across two displays

Dual Data 
Dual data inputs shown side by side

Collaborate and communicate
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I Frequently Asked Questions

On-site Demonstration
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Q.	Is	this	high	level	of	technical	integration	and	flexibility	expensive?
A. Not at all. Comparing a typical multi-vendor system integrated and installed, 

Ashton Bentley meeting room systems cost less. Customers get more rooms 
equipped for their budget.

Q.	Will	I	be	one	of	the	first	users	to	try	out	this	revolutionary	approach	to	
meeting space technology?

A. Absolutely not. We are on our 3rd generation of systems and many multinational 
businesses use our products daily. As Mike Blackman, Managing Director of 
Integrated Systems Europe told us after installing our systems at his Munich HQ - 
“Thank you to the Ashton Bentley team for taking ISE out of the collaboration  
dark ages”.

Q. How easy is it to use?
A. Very. No complex user interfaces with remotes or touch panels, the semi-

automated and intuitive control removes any techno-fear. This means less down 
time in meetings.

Q. With no installed room speakers how good is the audio?
A. By using professional studio quality active speakers we achieve ‘room filling’ 

audio with great clarity for voice and program.

Q. Can I customise the systems?
A. Whilst we promote standardisation for better scalability, user familiarisation 

and cost control, we can offer custom colours and table designs. Plus technical 
changes for special applications. Talk to our technical team and we are sure we 
can help you.

Q. Do I need to purchase anything else before the system will work?
A. No. Every system is supplied ready to work as a presentation system out of the 

box. If you want to extend the system for video conferencing just add a codec, 
microphone and camera.

To arrange a meeting for an onsite demonstration call us on +44 (0)207 100 1200
or email demo@ashtonbentley.com Collaborate and communicate
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